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Brand Success Case Study:
The Rise of Grey Goose



The Environment at Launch
• Launched in 1997

• Case sales in 1998 were about 20,000

• Best selling “high-end” vodka was Absolut at just 
under $20 ARP

• Few vodka launches at the time and leading up to 
the launch

• Cash Flow: Sidney Frank Imports had Jägermeister



How Goose Stood Out
• Sexy new frosted glass bottle

• High price point (around $30 ARP)

• Talked about production method and ingredients

• From France “where luxury comes from”

• Very attentive to bartenders and strong on-premise
programming

• Big marketing emphasis on BTI award early on

• Did influencer marketing at a time of more traditional 
marketing approaches



The Results
• Sold over one million cases in 2003

• The brand was purchased by Bacardi in 2004 for a 
rumored $2.2 billion (actual sale price was almost 
certainly lower)

• Kicked off a decade of premium vodka brand 
imitators in frosted glass bottles at a similar price 
point

• Some brands (e.g. Stoli Elit) are launched to test the 
top of the market with ARP close to $100.



The Rise of Tito’s



The Environment at Launch
• Also launched in 1997

• Cases sales in 1997 were about 1,000

• After the success of Grey Goose, most new players 
and distributors and retailer focus in vodka goes to 
the ultra-premium category

• Tito’s success came a bit later than it did for Grey 
Goose.  Much of what lead to the success of Tito’s 
was the market created by and after the sale of Grey 
Goose to Bacardi.  



How Tito’s Stood Out
• Paper label saying ”handmade”

• Proudly American and Texan

• Low price point relative to many new entries

• Relativity high advertising and marketing spend with 
emphasis on various awards won (e.g. SF World 
Spirits)

• Somehow everything to everyone

• There was a market space created by lower price 
point, “real” vodka, not elitist vodka



The Results
• Sold 220,000 cases in 2007

• Sold just under 6 million cases in 2016

• The general market consumer brushes aside issues 
of how “handmade” and “craft” Tito’s is or is not

• Many current new entries understandably aspire to 
the “next Tito’s”



Why You Don’t Want to be the Next 
Grey Goose or the Next Tito’s



Finding the White Space

What did Goose & Tito’s have in common?
– Not much on the surface of things
– They both found success by recognizing the market space and aligning their product 

to exploit the market moment they were in
– They didn’t do what everyone else was doing, not ”me too” brands
– Found the white space where they could shine through
– Good connections and relationships with key accounts

Why you don’t want to be the next Goose or Tito’s
– Simply put, it has already been done and the road map won’t work
– Everything they did - from price point, product, to marketing has been done already
– Trying to be them only makes you one of many “me too” brands
– You need to find the current white space in the market and stand out



Putting you on the Path to Success

1. Find the white space

2. Make sure your product stands out in every aspect (juice, package, 
marketing)

3. Be a story teller: on-premise retailers say the single most important attribute 
of craft products is the distiller’s story and how the product is made

4. Create the account relationships that sustain the brand in the market

5. Invest in sales and don’t rely on your distributor to sell for you



So What’s Going on Now?
Craft Keeps Growing:

– In 2016 craft spirits generated sales of 5.9 million 9L cases and accounted 
for over $3.2 billion in retails sales

– The CAGR of craft spirits from 2010 to 2016 was 26.4% in volume terms 
and an even more impressive 28.5% in value

On a Tear:
– Whiskey: 2017 growth of US whiskey projected to be 4.1% led by Bourdon 

and Rye
– Tequila, Mezcal: 2017 projected growth of 7.8% for Tequila and 34.7% for 

Mezcal
– Gin, Gin, Gin: Craft gin made up 7.3% of the total US gin market in 2016, 

the largest share of the market for craft products of any major category



So What’s Going on Now?

Looking Like a Potential White Space?

– American Brandy

– Whiskey Innovation (continuing)

– Non-Tequila Agave

– Bitters/Amaro



Focus on the 3rd Tier



Retail and On-Premise Accounts are Key

• Everyone focuses on distributors to do sales, but your real connection to consumers 
and pull through is the at the bottle shop or restaurant

• Key aspect to success for Grey Goose, Tito’s, and most other successful brands
• In 2017 “only” 16% of on-premise retailers thought craft spirits were a fad which is 

down from an astounding 33% in 2016
• Same story for off-premise retailers, 17% percent of them saw crafts spirits as a fad in 

2017 which is down from 37% in 2016
• The 80/20 rule: 80% of your sales will come from 20% of your accounts
• Over 80% of both on and off premise retailers suggest craft distillers should provide 

more resources for consumer tastings
• 78% of off-premise retailers suggest craft distillers should provide better trainong for 

their staff



Effectively Working with Key Accounts: 
On Premise
• Is it time for a portfolio trim?  What are your best sellers? Do you need really 6 
�seasonal� offerings?  This is not beer

• They are looking for consistency and follow through.  If you say it, do it. Show up after 
the initial sell in, listen to their feedback & what they need

• Do regular staff trainings – staff turnover, getting everyone in the room
• Understand their business and help them make money too.  Know your price per ounce 

& the PPO of your direct competitors, help them get consumers in the door
• If it is a mixology bar ask them to create a recipe and tell them you will highlight 

them/the bar in social media, press, etc. (and follow through)
• If it is not a mixology bar offer your own cocktail suggestions of delicious, simple 

cocktails, understand when they change their menus, who decides, and change your 
cocktails seasonally



Effectively Working with Key Accounts: 
Off Premise
• Know where you want your products to be on the shelf and ask for it
• Do tastings in an organized, professional way on an ongoing basis.  Know how many 

cases you will sell on average and have sufficient product (+) in stock
• Know which tasting times are best for which location
• Offer to train their staff on your product 
• Ask the store owner what else they would like to help sell (posters, hang tags, shelf 

talkers) and make that happen
• Explore non-peak moments to do floor stacks or �secondary holiday� opportunities. 

Remember all the big brands are pushing hard and spending a lot in Nov./Dec. Help 
the retailer even that out

• If your product is good for gifting have gift bags/boxes and show the store owner in 
August/Sept.

• Consider providing account locators �where to buy� online
• Create �where to buy” cards with locator and local top accounts for events



Getting Sell Through:
Keeping your product moving through a crowded marketplace

• Show up regularly and do the previously mentioned actions to effectively 
work with on and off premise

• Drive consumer awareness through local marketing, events, influencer 
campaigns, social media

• Be creative but make sure you are speaking to your target in everything 
you do



Things to Keep in Mind:
• Brand message inconsistencies need to be fixed immediately.  Make sure product, 

price, package all line up.

• Does the product does fit the target market? 

• Avoid mis-matches. Does the product does not fit the strategy? Are you in the wrong 
channel or account type?

• Understand where your value add is in the process.

• Liquid on Lips (Events): make sure your products are on the right lips, that you will 
have brand visibility, and that the event is worth your time.  Events, done correctly, 
require a lot of management, time, and free product.



Context and Checklist



Context - Brand Evolution:

Note

1-3 Years 3-7 Years 8-10 Years
Product Innovative Copied/Competitors Mainstream

Distribution Self and Zero non brand 
initiated attention

Limited Attention Responsive

Trade Advocates & Confusion Comparison Shopping 
(price or features)

Regular re-order

Consumer Influencers/fanatics/early 
adopters

Core geographic areas or 
consumer target aware

General consumer 
awareness of the brand 
regular call & menu 
placements

Company Start Up: Closely 
associated with brand 
owners/un-differentiated 
roles, steep learning

Formalization process: 
Structural organization and 
objectivity about key roles 

Senior Executives, 
Industry, BOD

Key Issues Consolidating brand 
positioning and sales 
triggers successive 
geographic rollouts

Expansion, more of what 
works, incorporating 
competitive products

Supply chain 
optimization, capital raise



Critical Checklist:
Take a good, honest, hard look to make sure you are doing the following things VERY 
well in years 3-7 (“The Middle Years”)

ü You have good relationships with your distributor(s) and are realistic about what you 
need to do and what they will and will not do

ü You have a realistic 3-5 year plan and financial model
ü Your product and brand have legs beyond �craft & local�
ü You know your target accounts, what they want/need, and support them well
ü You know the product attributes that the trade is most interested in and what gets a 

purchase order
ü You know who your target consumer IS, not who you thought it would be
ü You have the right team in place to balance strengths & weaknesses and have the 

varied skill set needed to effectively run a company



Q & A



Thank you
Matthew Baris matt@spiritsconsulting.com

Susan Mooney smooney@spiritsconsulting.com

Please e-mail us for a copy of this presentation

http://spiritsconsulting.com/
212-292-8193

Follow us on Social Media


